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One of the key issues in the search for life on Mars is the question of organic
molecules. In view of the Viking results, yielding very low upper limits for the con-
centration of carbon molecules in the Martian soil, a future search needs to be per-
formed with highly sensitive instruments. Here we propose the combination of vari-
ous measurement concepts into one instrument capable of detecting and identifying
carbon bearing molecules from extremely volatile (atmospheric) to extremely non-
volatile (large molecules or organic salts). The concept includes a gas-chromatograph
/ mass-spectrometer (GC/MS) complemented by an AP-MALDI (atmospheric pres-
sure – matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation) sampling source. This instrument
has two major advantages. (i) investigating the same samples with multiple meth-
ods allows for a rather complete scan of all conceivable molecular species down to
low abundances; (ii) sharing hardware resources (mass-spectrometer, vacuum system,
electronics) leads to significant mass reductions. Samples for the instrument would be
collected from the atmosphere in enrichment cells or soil samples from a drill treated



with pyrolysis, laser radiation, or means of chemical derivatisation.

The knowledge about an organic inventory is important for the human exploration of
Mars as a possible hazard on one side and as planetary protection issue on the other.


